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This a selection of papers presented at the international conference "Multi
variate Approximation and Splines" held in Mannheim, Germany, on Septem
ber 7-10,1996. The selected 24 papers provide an overview of current research 
in multivariate approximation . Most of them are research papers devoted to 
approximation, interpolation, data fitting , splines, neural networks, wavelets. 
There are 3 survey papers. 

• O.V. Davydov (Dnepropetrovsk), M. Sommer (Eichstatt), H. Strauss (Er
laugen) - I. On almost interpolation by multivar-iate splines, The paper 
gives a survey of some recent results in multivariate interpolation related 
to almost interpolation sets with respect to finite dimensional spaces. 

• W . Li (Norfolk) - Unconstr-ained minimization of quadmtic splines and ap
plications. This is a review of unconstrained minimil':ation of multivariate 
quadratic splines. 

• G. Ni.irnberg (Mannheim) , O.V. Davydov (Dnepropetrovsk), G. Walz, F. 
Zeilfelder (Mannheirn) - Int erpolation by bivariate splines on cro sscv.t par
tition. The survey is given of recent methods for constructing interpolation 
points for spaces of splines of arbitrary degree and arbitrary smoothness. 

One paper is directly oriented towards applications in tomography 
• W . Schempp (Siegen) - Wavelet modelling of high ·resolution mdar- imaging 

and clinical magnetic r·esonance tomogmphy 
The remaining papers arc devoted to different aspects of multivariate approxi
mation 

1. V.F. Babenko, V.A . Kofanov, S.A. Piguchov (Dnepropictrovsk) - Mv.l
tivariate In equalities of f{ olmogomv type and their· applications. Kol
mogorov type inequalities are proved for multivariate periodic functions 
and the connections are investigated between these inequalities and the 
abstract problem of approximation of a given class of function by another 
class of functions. 

2. D. Bainov (Sofia), A. Dishlicv (Sofia), S. Hristova (Plovdiv) - Monotone it
emtive techniqne for· irnpv.lsive difj"er·ential-diffier-erl.ce eqnations with var-i
able impulsive pertv.rbations. Sequences of lower and upper solutions are 
constructed which converge to a solution of the initial value problem for 
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3. K. Bittner (Rostock), C.K. Chui (Austin), J . Prestin (Rostock) - Multi
var-iate cosine wavelets. Bivariate folding operators arc used to construct 
biorthogonal cosine wavelets on rectangular grids with bell funct ions not 
necessarily of the tensor type. 

4. 0. Davydov (Dnepropetrovsk), M. Sommer (Eichstatt), H. Strauss (Erlan
gen) - Locally linear·ly independent systems and almost appmximation. A 
method is presented for const ructing almost interpolation sets in the case 
of existence of locally linearly independent systems of basis functions. 

5. F.-J. Delvos (Siegen) - Expon ential- type appr-oximation in m ·ultivar-iate 
har-monic Hilber-t spaces. The concept of harmonic Hilbert space is in
troduced in the multivariate setting as an extension of periodic Hilbert 
spaces. 

6. M. von Golitschek (Wiirzburg) - Interpolation by continv.ous functions 
spaces. Interpolation operators are investigated for which the operator 
norm grows with the dimension of the approximation space. 

7. A. Kamont (Sopot) - Discr·ete chamcteTization of Besov spaces and its 
applications to stochastics. Characterizations of mul tivariate Besov spaces 
are given which involve only the values of functions on dyadic points. 

8. B. Lenze (Dortmund) - One-sided appmximation and inter-polation opem
tor-s genemting hypeTbolic sigma-pi neuml networks. A method is proposed 
for designing three-layer fcedforward neural networks which are used for 
one-sided approximation and interpolat ion of regular gridded data. 

9. W. Light (Leicester) - Interpolation by tr-anslates of a basis function. A 
straightforward approach to the variational principle is provided which al
lows to discuss the connection of the variational principle with multivariate 
approximation problems. 

10. T. Lyche (Oslo), K. Scherer (Bonn) - On the sv,p-no1'Tn condition mKmbeT 
of the multivaTiate tr-iangular- B er-nstein basis. An upper bound is given 
for the condition number of the multivariate Bernstein basis with respect 
the the sup-norm. 

11. J.C. Mason (Huddersfield), E. Venturino (Leeds) - Integmtion method 
of Glenshaw-Cur-tis type based on fonr- kinds of Chebyshev polynomials. 
It is shown that discrete orthogonality formulae holds for four kinds of 
Chebyshev polynomilas. Each formula yields a quadrature formula of 
Clenshaw-Cirtis type for integrating weighted functions. 

12. B. Mulansky (Dresden) - Tensor· p'toducts of convex cones. It is shown 
that cones arising in shape preserving interpolat ion by tensor products are 
intersections of injective cones. In consequence, sufficient conditions for 
multivariate shape constraints arc derived from the univariate conditions. 

13. E. Novak, K. Ritter (Erlangen) - The cur-se of dimension and a univeTsal 
method for- nv:rner-ical integmtion . The problem is studied how to com
pensate a high number of variables by a high degree of smoothness of the 
underlying functions or by a favorable structure of the problem. 
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mality of scaling vector·s. Conditions for orthonormality of scaling vectors 
are investigated in terms of their two-scale symbols and the corresponding 
transfer operators. 

15. D. Potts (Lubeck), G. Steidl (Mannhcim), M. Tasche (R.ostock) - Trigono
metTic pTeconditioner·s joT block Toeplitz systems For positive definite dou
ble symmetric block-Toeplitz matrices (with Toeplitz bloks arising from a 
generating function of the Wiener class) optimal and Strang-type precon
ditioners are constructed by using Fcjcr and Fourier sum of the generating 
functiou. 

1G. M. Reimer (Dortmund) - The avemge size of cer-tain Gmm-detenninants 
and inte·rpolation on noncompact sets. It is proved that Gram determi
nants defined by reproduciug kernels can be averaged with respect to the 
argumeuts occuring. As a consequence, it is shown that there exist inter
polatiou points which yield small sup-norms of the corresponding Lagrange 
functions. 

17. n.. Schaback ( Gottingen) - Radial basis fv:nctions viewed from wbic splines. 
For problems of interpolation by radial functions, by applying an opti
mality principle for quasi-interpolants which reproduce polynomials, local 
error bounds arc given for interpolation by natural cubic splines. 

18. G. Schmeisser, J.J. Voss (Erlangen) - A new interpr·etation of the sampling 
theoTem and its extensions. Equivalence between sampling of signals and 
sampling of entire harmonic functions is proved which allows to give a new 
uniqueness theorem for entire harmonic functions of exponential type. 

19. J.W. Schmidt, M. Walter (Dresden) - Oridded data interpolation with 
'f'estrictions on the .fi>rst o·rde'f' deTivatives. Interpolation of data by bi
quadratic and biquatric splines on rectangular grids is investigated. The 
interpolation problem is shown to be solvable provided additional knots 
are added to the original grid. 

20. J. Stockier (Stuttgart) - Affine frames and mv.ltiTesolution. Generalized 
Laurent operators arc used to study multivariate affine fr ames which arc 
generated by multircsolution with a single scaling function. 
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